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Happy Retirement
Hank Loewen
Rotary Villas’ Shuttle Driver, Hank Loewen, has decided it is time to retire.
Hank has worked at Rotary Villas since
it’s opening. Hank always had a smile
on his face and was ready to lend a
helping hand. Good luck Hank - you
will be missed. We wish you the best in
your retirement.

Welcome to Shuttle Driver
Rick McCaig

Please welcome our new shuttle driver Rick McCaig. Rick
is taking over the reigns as Hank Loewen has officially retired. Rick previously
worked for MPI where he worked as a
driver examiner so we are confident he
will get you to your destination and back
safe and sound. In addition, he was a
scout for the Calgary Hitmen WHL hockey team and currently scouts for the Flin
Flon Bombers where his son is the head
coach. He is looking forward to getting
to know everyone here at Rotary Villas.
Be sure to introduce yourself. Word has it he’s a bit of a
handyman as well so we’re happy to have him here for minor in
suite repairs when needed.

Please welcome our newest resident Louise Pingert.
Louise is joining us from Ogema
Saskatchewan. Louise has connections in the Carberry area
where her son Peter currently
resides.
Louise is looking forward to the
retirement lifestyle that Rotary
Villas provides, especially the
safe and secure feeling of having 24 hour staff here.
Please help me in welcoming
Louise to Rotary Villas when
you see her out and about.

Happy Holidays
from all the Staff &
Management of
Rotary Villas

Christmas at
Rotary Villas
We are sad to say that due to the current restrictions we are unable to plan for our usual holiday
events. A special Christmas meal will be served
by our Culinary Team on December 25th. We
look forward to a time when the restrictions are
lifted and we can again celebrate special events
together.
Throughout this season, and as we move into a
new (and hopefully better) year, we wish you moments of peace amid the difficulties, connections
with family and friends even if they can’t be in
person, the warmth of memories from holidays
past, and wonderful glimpses of the joy that still
lives under the surface.

Elf on the Shelf at Rotary Villas
You have most likely noticed our Elf on the Shelf, Dudley in isolation
Watch Rotary Villas Facebook page for the Rotary Villas Elf on the Shelf
count down to Christmas. His name is Dudley and you probably have
seen him at the Front Desk isolating after his trip from the North. He’s
coming out and he likes shenanigans, so stayed tuned to see what mischief he gets up to.

